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Age recommendations are given next to each product.
Please note that items with an age recommendation of 4-12 years are not suitable
for children under 3.
All items are tested an certified by CPSC (ASTM).
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( Subject to technical modifications )

The story of our cover photo,
which should have been completely different.
The photoshoot for the new fagus®
catalogue took place in early December 2016.
Everyone involved – the photographer and his assistants, the parents
and the child stars – is quite excited.
The studio lights and the camera add
to the anticipation and nervousness.
Encouragement and gummi bears
ought to calm the stars. The right
moment, the right setting, and the
right lighting – everything has to be
perfect. The children are now concentrating, yet the parents and photographer are even more nervous
– “Please look at the camera! Don’t
smirk! Pull that sweater down! Stay
in the picture! Play nicely with those
great toys...”
Eventually, almost two hundred photos are “in the bag”.
The photographer announces that
the shoot is over.
The parents want to collect their
children, but... Jonas is completely absorbed in his game, and in his
fantasy. He does not seem to notice
anything around him anymore. ...
this last picture is so impressive, we
have decided to use it as our cover
photo.
This, dear customer, reflects the appeal of fagus® wooden toys. The joy,
the spontaneity, and the carefreeness that children experience when
playing with fagus® wooden toys.
Have fun, stay healthy, and we
would like to thank you for adding
fagus® wooden toys to children’s bedrooms and playrooms worldwide
for many years.
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0n the farm
10.21 Tractor classic, steerable, with 2 figures, length 24 cm
10.22 Farm Cart, length 22cm
10.23 Hay wagon, steerable, length 29 cm
10.27 Horse box, hinged tailgate, removable roof, length 32 cm
10.29 Tractor modern, steerable, with 2 figures, length 26 cm
Steering system occurs about the proven stub axle steering system –		
follows the movement of the hand of the child.

10.31 Container tipper trailer, tipping skip, length 33 cm

Tanja has a “feel” for smooth surfaces.
After the first layer of paint has been added, the fagus
vehicle is sanded,before the top coat is applied in the
second step.

10.31
10.21

10.80
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10.23

10.29

10.27

10.21

10.21 Tractor classic, steerable, with 2 figures, length 24 cm

10.22

10.22 Farm Cart, length 22cm
10.23 Hay wagon, steerable, length 29 cm
10.29 Tractor modern, steerable, with 2 figures, length 26 cm
Steering system occurs about the proven stub axle steering system–		
follows the movement of the hand of the child.

10.31 Container tipper trailer, tipping skip, length 33 cm
10.75 Jeep, steerable, with 2 figures, length 28 cm
10.79 Safari-/cattle trailer, hinged tailgate, length 35 cm
10.80 Telescopic loader, steerable, with 2 figures, 1 loading fork, and 1 		
blade, extendable cantilever, height adjustable, unit carrier adjustable
in the angle of inclination, axle steering system, length 29 cm

10.23
10.29
10.31
10.75

10.80

10.79
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fagus-bestseller

10.71 Excavator,
steerable, with 2 figures,
max. length 17 cm,
max. height 41 cm , width 17 cm

10.30 Container tipper truck,
steerable, tipping skip,
with 2 figures, length 40 cm

Even on a strenuous day, Andrea always finds the right
balance. Gluing the individual components together requires
a lot of experience. Too little glue means that the connection
will not last for very long; but too much glue means that
glue will ooze out. This is hard to remove, and stains the
paintwork.
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10.30

10.71

10.02

10.02 Truck,
steerable, with 2 figures, length 25 cm

14.06 Snowplough extention,
for truck and all trucks of the
Classic series

14.07 Crane extention,
fitting only to truck

14.06

14.08 Sweeper extention,
for truck and all trucks of the
Classic series

14.07

14.08
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Utility vehicles
10.80 Telescopic loader,
steerable, with 2 figures, 1 loading fork,
and 1 blade, extendable cantilever, height adjustable,
unit carrier adjustable in the angle of inclination,
axle steering system, length 29 cm

Here we see Christopher drilling. This is a task which is
repeated over and over. Our technicians fit each workstation
with a variety of safety devices. Even if he loses concentration, there is no risk of injury.

10.80
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10.43 Fork lift truck

10.43

steerable, with 1 stacking box and 2 figures,
length 29 cm

20.03

20.02
10.48 Fire engine, steerable,
3 section ladder extendable,
can be turned and adjusted vertically,
with 6 figures, length 40 cm

10.49 Car transporter, steerable,
with 1 wooden car (Speedy)
and 2 figures, length 45 cm

10.48

20.02 Palet, with 8 wooden blocks		
20.03 Stacking box
20.15 Figures, Set of 2 pieces

20.15

10.49
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Disposal vehicles

10.66 Garbage tipper truck,
steerable, with 4 figures an 2 garbage cans, nature-colored,
length 43 cm, width 17 cm, height 20 cm.

Martin is sitting at his chamfering machine. Every little
piece is chamfered after production, so that no sharp edges
remain. Nothing brings Martin from the peace, is it also still
so loud in its department.
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10.66

10.44 Skip truck,
steerable, with 1 waste skip
and 2 figures, length 33 cm

20.01 Waste skip,
for skip truck
		

20.81 Garbage cans,
for garbage tipper truck,
nature, set of 2 pieces

20.82 Garbage cans,
for garbage tipper truck,
yellow, set of 2 pieces

10.44

20.83 Garbage cans,
for garbage tipper truck,
blue, set of 2 pieces

20.01

10.66

20.81

20.82

20.83
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0n the
building site
10.45 Dumper truck,
steerable, tipping bed, with 2 figures, length 33 cm

10.47 Wheel loader,
steerable, with 2 figures, length 40 cm

20.03 Stacking box

Oliver uses a device to connect the dowels which are glued
to the wheels. We could purchase corrugated connectors.
But then Oliver would no longer be able to do this job,
which he has been devoted to for several years.

20.03

10.45
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10.47

10.30 Container tipper truck,
steerable, tipping skip, with 2 figures, length 40 cm

10.31 Container tipper trailer,
tipping skip, length 33 cm

10.30

10.45 Dumper truck,
steerable, tipping bed, with 2 figures, length 33 cm

10.46 Dumper trailer,
tipping bed, length 33 cm

10.47 Wheel loader,
steerable, with 2 figures, length 40 cm

10.31

10.58 Conveyor belt,
vertically adjustable, with infinite rubber conveyor belt,
length 51 cm

10.45

10.71 Excavator, steerable, with 2 figures, max. length 46 cm,
max. height 41 cm , width 17 cm

10.80 Telescopic loader, lsteerable, with 2 figures, 1 loading fork,
and 1 blade, extendable cantilever, height adjustable,
unit carrier adjustable in the angle of inclination,
axle steering system, length 29 cm

10.46

10.71

10.47

10.58

10.80
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minis and
wooden cars
12.01 mini truck,
with 1 figure, length 15 cm

12.02 mini fire engine,
with 1 figure, length 15 cm

12.04 mini ambulance,
with 1 figure, length 15 cm

12.05 mini wheel loader,
length 15 cm

12.06 mini tanker,
with 1 figure, length 15 cm

12.09 mini skip truck,
with 1 figure, length 15 cm

Filipe is a quiet and reliable employee.
If he is enjoying a task, he prefers to complete it without
a break. Here he fits even with a particularly made press
rubber tires up on the mini wheels.
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12.01

12.02

12.04

12.05

12.06

12.09

11.01 Wooden car »Speedy«,
length 14 cm

11.02 Wooden car »Van«,
length 13 cm

11.03 Wooden car »Oldie«,

All fagus minis and wooden cars are
supplied in an attractive packaging.

length 13 cm

11.01

11.02

11.03
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Games
13.20 Enchanted playground,
40 pieces,
basic game set for 2 up to 4 players

13.21 Enchanted playground,
36 pieces,
supplementary game set for up to 4 more players

Our enchanted-playground-family:
Melanie and Andrej with the
triplets Torben, Helena and Julian.

Monika works in the engine room. Here it works hot, but
she always keeps a cool head. Fagus vehicles are usually
produced without screws, nails or clamps. Zinc connectors
must also be reground. This is where Monika comes in.
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13.20

Description of the game
Old and new are combined in this game
in the best possible way: The OLD element is the tried and tested principle of
“Ludo”, which provides the rules of the
game, and what is NEW is the possibility
of x adapting the board to the number
of players (making it larger or smaller).

Possible board layouts with the basic game set

Additional possible board layouts with the
supplementary game set

13.21
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Marble runs
and Accessories
fagus® Marble run 19.01
- movement in new dimensions:
n
n
n

n

Exclusive, registered design – only from fagus®
The track can be assembled anywhere you like
or even be mounted on the wall
The track can be folded away at any time,
which means it is efficient for storing and takes up
less room when being transported
Extensive, creative accessories ensure
maximum fun and enjoyment

Anyone who watches Melanie when she is packaging
items will notice how dedicated she is to her work. Before
she places an item into a box, she removes fine dust with a
paintbrush, checks its functions and adds any accessories.
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19.05

19.01

19.04

19.05

19.01 Marble run

incl. 4 marbles and 1 bell disc, heigth 54 cm, width 70 cm

19.04 Marble run XL

incl. 4 marbles and 1 bell disc, heigth 63 cm, width 76 cm, depth 25 cm

19.05 Marble run XXL

incl. 4 marbles and 1 bell disc, heigth 93 cm, width 76 cm, depth 25 cm

19.10 Bell disc

19.11 Marbles,

19.12 Spiral disc

4 pieces, Ø 45 mm

19.14 Sun

19.20 Racing car

19.21 Click click
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Siemensstr. 17+19 · D-46325 Borken (Germany)
Order acceptance / planning
Phone +49 (0) 2871 27437-136
+49 (0) 2871 27437-137
Fax
+49 (0) 2871 27437-2436
+49 (0) 2871 27437-2437
E-Mail kontakt@fagus-holzspielwaren.de
Marketing / selling
Phone +49 (0) 2871 27437-132
Fax
+49 (0) 2871 27437-2432
E-Mail

marketing@buengern-technik.de
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